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SeaTab
Instant and portable situational
awareness.
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A turnkey solution providing instant situational awareness
and portable ENC viewing. SeaTab’s easy-to-use interface
provides live vessel position with AIS Pilot Plug or GPS unit
to identify where the vessels are in the vicinity on official
ENCs.
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The combination of enhanced kernel capability to render
ENC faster and official ENCs on a portable device provides
instant navigational visibility in real time. It can also be an
effective portable training tool shoreside and seamlessly
connects with the ecosystem of OneOcean products for
efficient collaboration between vessel and office.
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The challenges
The concern among captains and navigation officers is the
loss of accurate movements on official charts if the ECDIS
goes down, as it will leave them susceptible to collisions.
The situation becomes critical when failures of the ECDIS
systems happen in restricted navigable waters, such as in the
approaches to ports, canal or river passages. Tenders or
smaller sub-vessels may struggle when entering ports or
shorelines if they do not follow the right channel and do not
have full visibility given by an ECDIS.

One portable solution
SeaTab, as a portable solution, is an ideal tool for tendering
groups of passengers, giving the crew instant visibility,
situational awareness, and confidence of navigating on
official electronic charts even away from the bridge.

What it enables?
Visibility
Greater efficiency and visibility in navigational
emergencies.

Portable and available
Keep abreast of the passage wherever located on
a vessel.

Emergency response tool
Supports emergency response actions with a 50NM
situation awareness, enabling navigation to safety and
avoiding potential collisions.

Paper free
Reduces paper chart inventory, saving time and money.
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Contact us today to see SeaTab in action,
request a free trial or talk to us about
the OneOcean suite of solutions.
For further assistance, call:

+44 (0)199 280 5400
For more information, visit:

enquiries@oneocean.com
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How it works?
Easy-to-use interface
Simple to use with no training required.

Live positioning
Live vessel position with AIS Pilot Plug or GPS unit.

Video and audio communication
Video and audio recording capability for ship-to-shore
communication.

Simulation
Aid in collision avoidance decision-making in case of
a navigational emergency.

Mitigate cyberthreats
Greatly limits the risk of cyber threats as a portable
device with a locked version of windows and preloaded
software.

Choice of two tablets
SeaTab Pro
Suitable for vessels that have a larger ENCs inventory
for a faster ENC rendering.

SeaTab Go
Suitable for vessels with comparatively smaller ENC
inventory, e.g. liners.

